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Ridge Tool Introduces Compact Remote Transmitter

Ridge Tool’s new remote trans-

mitter (battery sonde) features a solid-

steel core, abrasion-resistant urethane

coating, and a stainless steel wear

ring. With a one-inch diameter and

three-inch length, the waterproof transmitter weighs only

3.7 ounces and operates using one AAA-size alkaline

battery. Additional features include a flashing red LED to

indicate that the sonde is operative, the capability to

attach to drain cleaning equipment, and a lifetime warranty.

Circle 803

Hydro Tek Systems Inc. Introduces HYDRO JET

The HYDRO JET CP Series, a power-

ful and portable self-propelled drain

cleaning system, features gas-powered

performance, stainless steel frame, and

front-mounted controls, including

pulse technology. This flushing sys-

tem offers pressures up to 4000 psi at 4 gpm. The unit 

comes standard with 100' of 1⁄4" hose, electric key start, and

a Vanguard 14 hp V-Twin engine.

Circle 804

Stafford Introduces New Wash System for Cleaning Concrete

Four years of research, develop-

ment, and field testing has resulted

in a new pressure washing system

which gives a single person the capa-

bility to deep clean a 10,000 SF drive-

way with 210 feet of curb in 31⁄2 hours. 

The self-propelled wash sys-

tem, with a 48" spinner deck, cleans concrete at up to 100

SF per minute, using site-available cold water without

chemicals. Using the double turbo-headed wand in the

mounted position, it is capable of cleaning curbs at 22 feet

per minute. The wand can be easily detached and fed by

hose reel for touchup, shaped surfaces, and rinsing.

Circle 802

Photovac Introduces New Photoionization Monitor

Photovac, Inc., provider of hand-held

and portable instruments for detection

and measurement of volatile organic

compounds (VOCs), introduces its new

2020PRO™ Photoionization Monitor, a

portable instrument providing users

with onsite, rapid VOC detection in

air, water, and soil. Features allow for

direct quantification, calibration, clas-

sification, and logging of VOCs.
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